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Semiarid ecosystems are threatened by global warming due to longer dehydration times and in-
creasing soil degradation. Mounting evidences indicate that, given the current trends, drylands are
likely to expand and possibly experience catastrophic shifts from vegetated to desert states. Here
we explore a recent suggestion based on the concept of ecosystem terraformation, where a synthetic
organism is used to counterbalance some of the nonlinear effects causing the presence of such tipping
points. Using an explicit spatial model incorporating facilitation and considering a simplification
of states found in semiarid ecosystems i.e., vegetation, fertile and desert soil, we investigate how
engineered microorganisms can shape the fate of these ecosystems. Specifically, two different, but
complementary, terraformation strategies are proposed: Cooperation-based: C-terraformation; and
Dispersion-based: D-terraformation. The first strategy involves the use of soil synthetic microor-
ganisms to introduce cooperative loops (facilitation) with the vegetation. The second one involves
the introduction of engineered microorganisms improving their dispersal capacity, thus facilitating
the transition from desert to fertile soil. We show that small modifications enhancing cooperative
loops can effectively change the location of the critical transition found at increasing soil degradation
rates, also identifying a stronger protection against soil degradation by using the D-terraformation
strategy. The same results are found in a mean field model providing insights into the transitions
and dynamics tied to these terraformation strategies. The potential consequences and extensions of
these models are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION1

Global warming is changing the dynamics and re-2

silience of ecosystems, damaging many of them and creat-3

ing the conditions for widespread diversity loss [2, 34, 35].4

Because of the presence of nonlinear effects, many ecosys-5

tems display so called tipping points associated to com-6

munity collapse. Among these systems, drylands (which7

comprise arid, semi-arid and dry-subhumid ecosystems)8

are a specially fragile subset of major importance: they9

include more than 40% of terrestrial ecosystems and host10

a similar percentage of the current human population11

[31]. Increasing aridity is pushing these ecosystems to-12

wards serious declines in microbial diversity, land degra-13

dation, loss of multifunctionality as a desert state is ap-14

proached [23, 31]. Dedicated efforts have been address-15

ing several avenues to both understanding how transi-16

tions can be anticipated by means of warning signals17

[16, 18, 39, 45] and even prevented [31, 40, 46].18

Drylands are characterised by the presence of organ-19

isms that have adapted to low moisture availability, dam-20

aging UV radiation and high temperatures [29]. A rich21

community structure and the maintenance of physical22

soil coherence are essential to prevent drylands from23

degradation. In this context, some universal types of24

interactions that occur among species in arid habitats in-25

evitably lead to breakpoints associated to the existence of26

multiple alternative states, identified in field data [4]. A27

well known class of these interactions takes place among28

vascular plants and is known as facilitation [5, 7, 48], i.29

e. non-trophic interactions between individuals mediated30

through changes in the abiotic environment or through31

other organisms favouring individual growth and repro-32

duction [8, 9, 36].33

A common outcome of facilitation is the emergence of34

spatial patchiness (see Fig. 1(a-b)). Such patterns are35

often remarkably organised in space [19]. These transi-36

tions can be sometimes observed in the same landscape37

under the presence of environmental gradients [5]. In this38

context it has been conjectured [17, 18] that spatial cor-39

relations can be used as indicators of forthcoming green-40

desert shifts [16]. The presence of catastrophic transi-41

tions deeply modifies our perception of risks associated42

to climate change and land degradation. Once a critical43

state is approached, unstoppable runaway processes are44

unleashed [38]. Despite much progress has been made in45

modelling drylands [10, 11, 41] as well as in identifying46

warning signals [16, 18, 39, 41, 45], feasible strategies to47

prevent green-desert transitions are currently scarce.48

In a recent paper [47] it has been shown that, by tun-49

ing some particular features of models exhibiting catas-50

trophic shifts, one can modify their nature and location51

in parameter spaces. Based on a theoretical approach,52

the authors suggested that the amount of stochasticity53

(both demographic and intrinsic) or population dispersal54

range can play that role. What type of microscopic mech-55

anisms could actually avoid green-desert transitions? In56

this paper we seek using the insight gathered from mod-57

els of dryland dynamics to predict the impact of bioengi-58

neering strategies on endangered drylands. In this con-59

text, several bioremediation approaches have been devel-60

oped in the last two decades to enhance and stabilise soil61

biocrusts (for a overview, see [3] and references therein).62
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FIG. 1. Complexity and local states in semiarid ecosystems. (a) Example of a semiarid landscape from Aranjuez (central
Spain). An enlarged view is shown in (b) showing patches of vegetation, fertile soil with crust and bare soil. These three states
allow to define three different classes of patches, namely vegetation (V ), functional soil (including soil crust, S) and bare, desert
sites (D). (c) A two-dimensional spatial model can be constructed including these patch types, which are highlighted in (d).
The local dynamics follows a set of stochastic rules that allow transitions between the three different states, as indicated in (e)
using black arrows. Moreover, the presence of vegetation cover has an impact on these transitions, as indicated by the links
ending in black circles. These are the basic rules used in previous literature modelling semiarid ecosystems [16, 17, 46]. The
proposed scenario about synthetic terraformation of this system considered in this article is indicated using coloured links. The
orange line denotes C-terraformation (a synthetic strain establishing cooperative feedbacks with vegetation), inhibiting the
transition from S to D; the blue line indicates D-terraformation, allowing for increased dispersal of the engineered organisms
(SYN) thus favouring the transition form D to S.

These include a diverse range of approaches addressed to63

improve moisture and soil texture, from enrichment of64

key nutrients [22] or enrichment of cyanobacteria [28] to65

large-scale straw checkerboard barriers used to stabilise66

sand dunes [21].67

More recently, ecosystem Terraformation has been sug-68

gested as a novel approach against green-desert shifts69

[24, 42, 43]. In a nutshell, some existing microorganisms,70

such as cyanobacteria from the soil crust, could be mini-71

mally modified by means of synthetic biology techniques72

to help improving soil moisture and create a cooperative73

feedback between vegetation or moss cover (see [13]) and74

the soil microbiome [27]. This engineering scenario aims75

at building synthetic soil e.g., soil crust, where the un-76

derlying community structure incorporates the synthetic77

strain. By doing so, potential tipping points could be78

made much more difficult to be achieved [44]. What79

might be the impact of these strategies on the large-scale,80

long-term dynamics of semiarid ecosystems? How the81

introduction or enhancement of ecological interactions82

(e.g., cooperation and microbes dispersal capacities) can83

modify the presence of tipping points? As shown below84

by means of both mathematical and computational mod-85

els, the engineering of microorganisms present in arid and86

semiarid soils may easily expand the potential for ecosys-87

tems’ persistence.88
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II. MODELLING TERRAFORMATION OF89

SEMIARID ECOSYSTEMS90

In order to predict the impact of synthetic bioengineer-
ing strategies in arid and semiarid ecosystems, a spatial
model given by a stochastic cellular automaton (CA) is
introduced. Let us first consider the microscopic rules as-
sociated with the dynamics, as described by a set of tran-
sitions among the three defined ecological states. The
basic transition diagram is displayed in Fig. 1(c), which
includes the three potential states characterising a given
patch, namely

Σ = {D,S, V }.

These states, as mentioned, are defined by desert (D)91

patches, by fertile soil (S) patches occupied by an en-92

gineered microorganism with their natural community93

(e.g., soil crust), and by a vegetated (V ) state, respec-94

tively. This is of course an oversimplification that ignores95

most of the complexity and diversity involved, but allows96

for an analysis of the dynamics arising from the most fun-97

damental ecological interactions. The model described98

here is an extension of the model proposed by Kéfi et99

al. (2007) [17] with an additional extra state associated100

to patches that are not occupied by plants but by soil101

crust plus (engineered) microorganisms. As discussed in102

a previous work [44], we aim at describing how the use103

of an appropriate synthetic design can help maintaining104

the stability and resilience of semiarid ecosystems.105

The first rule is applied to degraded patches. Tran-106

sition from degraded to fertile soil containing synthetic107

strains will take place with a probability:108

P (D → S) = r + fρv + Γ(ρs).

Here, parameter r is the rate of spontaneous restoration109

of fertile soil (due to, e.g., increased humidity, accumu-110

lation of organic matter, ecosystem’s engineers action,111

etc), and f is the influence of the surrounding vegeta-112

tion in helping the transition to occur via a facilitation113

process. The constant ρv is the local density of vegeta-114

tion. Finally, Γ(ρs) denotes the spreading capacity of the115

microorganisms associated to their synthetic engineered116

properties (see below).117

The second transition considers the reverse situation,118

namely a soil-to-desert transition:119

P (S → D) = εΥ(ρv),

where ε is the rate of loss of fertile soil due to increased120

aridity or to other soil degradation processes (for sim-121

plicity we will study the range 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1). In this paper122

we consider (see below) a modification of the degrada-123

tion rate mediated by a vegetation-dependent function124

Υ(ρv). The third rule involves the colonization of avail-125

able S patches by vegetation:126

P (S → V ) = (δ∆V + (1− δ)ρv)(b− c∆V ). (1)

This term has the same form as the colonisation used in127

Ref. [17]. Here δ is related to seeds dispersal, and the128

last term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) stands for germination129

rate (balance between seeds that arrives to an unoccu-130

pied space that already have soil-crust (S), the germina-131

tion rate and the degradation of seed). The parameter δ132

balances the influence of the local and global vegetation133

to produce the germination of new plants in a given site.134

Seeds are produced and germinate at rate b. However,135

they can also be degraded during the dispersal travel (at136

a rate c). Finally, a linear decay of vegetated patches to137

fertile soil occurs following a simple rule:138

P (V → S) = m,

where m is the death rate of the plants, which can occur139

due to pathogens or the recollection by livestock activity.140

Here two different but complementary terraformation141

strategies are considered and weighted by means of pa-142

rameters α and β. Their role within the transition dia-143

gram is displayed in Fig. 1(c). They involve:144

1. C-terraformation: Engineering cooperative loops145

between vegetation and soil organisms. Here a de-146

creasing function of the vegetation cover, namely147

Υ(ρv) =
1

1 + αρv
,

introduces a reduction in the impact of desertifica-148

tion due to increased soil quality favoured by the149

synthetic microbial population. The efficiency of150

this term is weighted by the constant α: large val-151

ues of α imply a lower soil degradation rate due to152

the action of the synthetic microbes which are co-153

operatively coupled with vegetation at a local scale.154

2. D-terraformation: Engineering the capacity of mi-
crobial spreading (e.g., faster replicative rates of
the microbes, increased formation of endospores
able to colonise local surroundings). The disper-
sal is here considered proportional to the term

Γ(ρs) = β ρs.

Here ρs is the local density of fertile soil. In other155

words, at a rate β, engineered strains improve their156

dispersal capabilities thus changing the properties157

of, i.e., desert patches by retaining humidity, de-158

positing organic matter, etc.159

Setting α and β to zero, the CA model recovers the orig-160

inal model introduced by Kéfi et al. (2007) [17].161

III. MODELS AND RESULTS162

In the next sections we will explore the dynamics tied163

to the rules described above using both a well-mixed164
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(mean field) and a discrete spatial setting using a stochas-165

tic cellular automaton (CA). The first approach, devel-166

oped in Section A, employs differential equations to pre-167

dict the presence of tipping points and changes in their168

location in the parameter space due to the effects of the169

addition of a synthetic strain. The second approach,170

studied in Section B, explicitly deals with a spatially ex-171

tended population where local interactions take place on172

a two-dimensional lattice and the set of rules are applied173

in a probabilistic manner, thus considering stochastic ef-174

fects. Finally, we provide insights into the nature of the175

tipping points found in the spatial model, focusing on the176

early warning signals for the system without and with177

synthetic engineering, a Terraformed condition.178

A. Mean-field model179

The differential equations model, including the inter-180

actions and processes tied to the bioengineered synthetic181

strains, can be represented as follows:182

dV

dt
= V ((b− cV )S −m) , (2)

dS

dt
= (fV + βS)D − ε SΥ− V ((b− cV )S −m) , (3)

dD

dt
= εΥS − (r + fV + Γ)D. (4)

Equation (2) contains a logistic term that includes vari-183

able S as a multiplicative term, indicating that plants184

need viable soil to persist, and an exponential decay pro-185

portional to m. Equation (3) includes the positive effects186

triggered by vegetation and existing soil cover, as well as187

negative terms that are in fact symmetric to those present188

in the previous equation for V . Equation (4) provides the189

dynamics of desert patches resulting from desertification,190

recruitment to viable soil patch and an exponential decay191

from S to D.192193

Since the three classes of patches cover the entire lat-194

tice in the spatial model, it is possible to normalise and195

consider the states as population fractions in the mean196

field approach, i. e. V (t) + S(t) +D(t) = 1. This allows197

to reduce the three-variables system to a two-variables198

one using the linear relation199

D(t) = 1− V (t)− S(t), (5)

leading to:200

dV

dt
= V ((b− cV )S −m) , (6)

dS

dt
= (fV + βS) (1− S − V )− ε S

(
1

1 + αV

)
−

V ((b− cV )S −m) . (7)

Under this model reduction, the fraction D is automat-201

ically obtained from Eq. (5) once the fractions of states202

V and S are determined. We must note that Eqs. (6)-203

(7) have been recently studied in Ref. [46] for the none204

engineered system (that is taking α = β = 0).205

We are specially interested in those scenarios involving206

a full dominance of the desert state, focusing in the tran-207

sitions between states. We have identified four equilibria208

for Eqs. (6) and (7), two of them implying the extinction209

of vegetation and another one allowing for the stable co-210

existence of the three ecological states. The first equilib-211

rium is at the origin, i. e. P ∗1 = (V = 0, S = 0), were the212

system becomes a desert (D = 1). The second equilib-213

rium, keeps the fertile soil and the desert patches without214

vegetation, and is given by P ∗2 = (V = 0, S = 1 − ε/β).215

This state is interesting from the point of view of the216

terraformation strategies, since its existence depends on217

the chosen engineering strategy. If β = 0, when no engi-218

neered organisms are found in the soil crust, this equilib-219

rium is not biologically meaningful (S(t→∞) = −∞).220

Two more equilibrium points, labeled P ∗3 and P ∗4 , have221

been identified numerically (see Figs. S1-S4, and Figs.S6-222

S8 in the Supplementary Information). The equilibrium223

P ∗4 (numerical results suggest it is always stable within224

the simplex, see below) involves V (t → ∞) > 0, S(t →225

∞) > 0 and V (t → ∞) + S(t → ∞) < 1, allowing226

the coexistence of the three ecological states when is an227

interior equilibrium. P ∗3 is a saddle point. See below and228

Figs. S1-S4 for further details on the dynamics of the229

equilibria on the simplex (V, S).230

The conditions defining the local stability of each equi-231

librium can be obtained by means of the eigenvalues of232

the Jacobian matrix J , given, for Eqs. (6) and (7), by:233

J =

 −m+ (b− 2 c V )S V (b− c V )

m− f(−1 + 2V + S) + S
(
−b+ 2cV + εα(1 + V α)−2 − β

)
− V (b+ f − c V )− ε(1 + V α)−1 + β − (V + 2S)β

 .

234

The eigenvalues of matrix J evaluated at an equilibrium235

provide its local stability conditions. The stability for236

equilibria P ∗1,2 can be easily computed, while the stability237

of equilibria P ∗3,4 will be characterised numerically. In the238

case of the desert equilibrium P ∗1 = (V = 0, S = 0)), the239

eigenvalues are λ1 = −m and λ2 = β − ε. Since all the240

parameters are positive, this equilibrium will be stable241

when ε > β. For P ∗2 = (0, 1 − ε/β), its eigenvalues are242

λ1 = ε − β and λ2 = −m + b(1 − ε/β), see Fig. S5 for243

a stability diagram for P ∗2 in the parameter space (ε, β).244

Note that P ∗1 and P ∗2 suffer a transcritical bifurcation at245

β = ε, since the two conditions for this bifurcation are246

fulfilled: the two fixed points collide at the bifurcation247

value (at ε = β, P ∗1 = P ∗2 = (0, 0)), and they interchange248
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FIG. 2. (A) Critical degradation rate of fertile soil (εc) computed in the parameter space of engineering strategies (α, β) from
Eqs. (6)-(7). The inner surface separates the values of ε allowing for the presence of vegetation. The yellow area indicates those
pairs of α and β giving εc ≥ 1 (those values of εc > 1 are set to εc = 1). (B) Fraction of the states at equilibrium increasing εc
and using a full vegetated system as initial conditions V (0) = 1, S(0) = D(0) = 0. Panel (a) shows results for a non-engineered
ecosystem (α = β = 0), and panel (b) for the engineered ecosystem incorporating cooperation loops (α = 1 and β = 0). Finally,
panels (c) and (d) display, respectively, the results engineering the resilience of the soil crust (α = 0 and β = 1) and both
strategies (α = β = 1). (C) Phase portraits for the case α = 0 and β = 1, with: (i) ε = 0.0; (ii) ε = 0.2; (iii) ε = 0.6; and
(iv) ε = 0.9. The circles indicate the fixed points (stable: solid; unstable: open). We note that in the phase portraits (i) and
(ii) there exists an interior saddle (see Figs. S1-S4 for the identification of the nullclines and dynamics). Green, blue, and red
regions of the phase portraits denote the equilibrium states of V -S coexistence, S-D coexistence, and full desert, respectively.
The other parameters are r = 0, f = 0.9, δ = 0.1, b = 0.6, c = 0.3, and m = 0.15.

the stability.249

Figure 2 displays the critical degradation rate of the250

fertile soil, εc, computed numerically in the parameter251

space (α, β), separating two domains with and without252

vegetation at equilibrium. The value of εc moves to253

higher values as either α or β are increased. The yel-254

low region in the surface of εc in Fig. 2(A) denotes those255

values of α and β where εc ≥ 1 (although they are all set256

to εc = 1). This region denotes that no critical degrada-257

tion is achieved under the chosen parameter values and258

under the restriction 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. The four panels in259

Fig. 2(B) (corresponding to the values of α and β indi-260

cated in Fig. 2(A)) provide a more detailed picture of the261

changes in the fraction of the states due to both C- and262

D-terraformation strategies. Panel (a) shows how the263

states change without terraformation (α = β = 0) at in-264

creasing ε. Note that for ε > 0.2 the desert state becomes265

dominant. This critical degradation rate is displaced to266

larger values for the terraformed system, meaning that267

the ecosystem becomes much more resistant to soil degra-268

dation. More specifically, εc ≈ 0.3 when applying the269

C-terraformation strategy (panel (b) in Fig. 2(B)). This270

effect is further amplified for the D-terraformation, re-271

sulting in εc ≈ 0.7 (see panel (c) in Fig. 2(B)). The com-272

bination of both terraformation strategies (see Fig. 2(B)273

panel (d)) further increases the size of non-desert phases,274

here with εc ≈ 0.8. In both cases (specially for D-275

terraformation), the domain of fertile soil is increased due276

to the presence of the synthetic strains (Figs. S6, S7 and277

S8 show how the values of εc are displaced for different278

intensities of the proposed terraformation strategies).279

The dynamics tied to increases of soil degradation rate280

are summarised in Fig. 2(C) (see also Figs. S1-S4), where281

different phase portraits are displayed for the values of ε282
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 for the spatial model. Vegetation extinction surface depending on the engineering strategies and the
rate of fertile soil degradation (ε). The yellow region indicates that vegetation extinction can not be achieved because ε = 1.
(B) Bifurcation diagrams depending on the engineering strategies (α β) and the degradation parameter ε. (a) Non-engineered
ecosystem (α = β = 0), (b) engineering of cooperative loops between synthetic microorganisms and the vegetation (α = 1
and β = 0), (c) engineering resilience of the soil crust (α = 0 and β = 1); and (d) engineering both terraformation strategies
(α = β = 1). The other probabilities are fixed using the same values of the parameters from Fig. 3. In all of the analyses the
initial condition used is V (0) = 1. All these results have been obtained using a lattice with 200× 200 sites.

indicated in 2(B) panel (c) (from (i) to (iv)). The transi-283

tion from the coexistence of vegetation and fertile soil to284

no vegetation is catastrophic, and is due to a saddle-node285

bifurcation between fixed points P ∗3 and P ∗4 (transition286

between phase portraits (ii) and (iii), see also Figs. S1-287

S4). Once this bifurcation takes place, the only stable288

point is P ∗2 (with fertile soil and desert areas). Then,289

further increase of ε involves the transcritical bifurcation290

previously mentioned, after which the origin becomes291

globally stable and the desert becomes the only possi-292

ble state (transitions between phase portraits (iii) and293

(iv) of Fig. 2(C)), see also Fig. S7 where the transcritical294

bifurcation is shown.295

Finally, Fig. S6 provides one-dimensional bifurcation296

diagrams tied to the increase of ε for the non-terraformed297

system and the three possible terraformation strategies298

(C-, D-, and (C,D)- terraformation). Here we want to299

emphasise the presence of so-called delayed transitions300

(also called ghosts), which arise just after a saddle-node301

bifurcation takes place [20]. This is a dynamical phe-302

nomenon that involves extremely long transients once the303

bifurcations has occurred, and the time trajectories ex-304

perience a long bottleneck before rapidly achieving, in305

Eqs. (6)-(7), another attractor (e.g., the full desert state306

in Fig. S6(a)-(b)). These transients are typically found307

in systems with strong feedbacks e.g., cooperation, such308

as catalytic hypercycles (see e.g., [32, 33]) or metapopu-309

lations with facilitation [41]. Also, this dynamical delay310

tied to saddle-node bifurcations has been recently de-311

scribed in both deterministic and stochastic well-mixed312

approaches for the non-terraformed system explored in313

this article (see [46] for more details).314

B. Spatial stochastic model315

The mean field model studied in the previous section316

provides a first approximation to understand the quali-317

tative dynamics arising from the nonlinear interactions318

of the studied system and the resulting tipping points,319

especially when including the proposed terraformation320
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strategies. However, in order to test its robustness in a321

more ecologically-realistic setting, one has to take into322

account both local spatial correlations and stochastic ef-323

fects. To do so, we build a spatially-explicit simulation324

model given by a stochastic cellular automaton (CA).325

The CA incorporates the previously studied states (V ,326

S, D) and their transitions, which are now probabilis-327

tic. Spatial degrees of freedom are introduced by using a328

L × L square lattice with periodic boundary conditions.329

At each time step, the following four transition proba-330

bilities defining the rate of change for each site k of the331

lattice (see Fig. 1) are applied in an asynchronous man-332

ner:333

P (Dk → Sk) = r + f
1

MN
∑
µεMk

Vµ + β
1

MN
∑
µεMk

Sµ,

P (Sk → Dk) =
d

1 + α
MN

∑
µεMk

Vµ
,

P (Sk → Vk) =

 δ

L2

∑
µεΩ

Vµ +
(1− δ)
MN

∑
µεMk

Vµ

×
(

b− c
L2
∑
µεΩ Vµ

)
,

P (Vk → Sk) = m.

Here, Mk is the neighbourhood of site k and MN = 8334

the number of neighbour (using a Moore neighborhood).335

The nature of local interactions is known to largely influ-336

ence ecological dynamics. This is particularly important337

in drylands, where carbon and water limitation deeply338

constraints the outcome of nonlinear exchanges, leading339

to spatial patterning. Also, facilitation processes (involv-340

ing strong nonlinearities) are known to introduce impor-341

tant changes in spatial systems, as compared to well-342

mixed ones. In this sense, recent research has found a343

shift from catastrophic tipping points to continuous ones344

due to local spatial processes [41, 47].345

Similar analyses to those presented in Fig. 2 for the346

mean field model are displayed in Fig. 3 for the CA sim-347

ulations. For the sake of comparison we have kept the348

same parameter values of the mean field model, imple-349

mented as probabilities in the CA, also using as initial350

conditions a full vegetated lattice. The critical surface351

separating the parameter scenarios allowing the persis-352

tence of vegetation are displayed in Fig. 3(A). Below the353

surface, V persists while above the surface it is only pos-354

sible to find states S and D. Here, similarly to the mean355

field model, the yellow region indicates those values of α356

and β for which no critical degradation rate of the fer-357

tile soil is found (i.e., εc = 1). Note that the surface for358

the spatial system differs from the one obtained with the359

mean field model. This effect, taking into account that360

the lattice has 4× 104 sites (large system size), is proba-361

bly introduced by space more than by stochasticity. This362

change of the surface is especially visible for parameter363

α. This may be explained because soil degradation rate364

(ε) makes the vegetation to decrease globally, but due to365

the local interactions of facilitation [48], plants remain in366

the ecosystem for larger rates of soil degradation.367

The fraction of the three states computed at increas-368

ing ε is displayed in Fig. 3(B). All diagrams (a-d) display369

the same phenomenon: the introduction of spatial cor-370

relations shifts the extinction of the vegetation to larger371

values of ε. Consistently with mean field results, both372

the C- and D-terraformation displace the value of εc to373

larger values, being the (C,D)-terraformation strategy374

much more efficient in doing so under the selected pa-375

rameters. The spheres displayed in Fig. 3(C) show the376

spatial patterns at equilibrium for the regions labeled in-377

panel (c) of Fig. 3(B), with: (i-ii) coexistence of the three378

states; (iii) only fertile soil and desert patches; and (iv)379

the full desert scenario.380

In order to identify the nature of the transitions tied to381

the increase of ε, we have computed the stationary values382

of the fraction of areas with vegetation and fertile soil.383

We recall that both mean field and well-mixed stochas-384

tic simulations for the system without terraformation re-385

vealed a catastrophic transition and delayed transitions386

due to a ghost [46]. Also, the mean field model studied in387

Section III A have revealed the presence of saddle-node388

bifurcations responsible of vegetation extinctions. Fig-389

ure S9 shows these results together with the spatial pat-390

terns on the square lattice and time series. Specifically,391

Fig. S9(a) shows results increasing ε for the system with-392

out terraformation. For this case εc ≈ 0.24. The same393

results are displayed by setting α = β = 1, for which the394

critical degradation moves to εc ≈ 0.85. For both cases,395

the discontinuity of the transition is not so evident as in396

the mean field model, even looking like a continuous one.397

To identify the transition governing vegetation extinc-398

tion we have used an indirect method analysing the prop-399

erties of the dynamics close to the transition value. The400

results displayed in Fig. S10 indicate the presence of bot-401

tlenecking phenomena tied to the extinction of the veg-402

etation, meaning that the transition is governed by a403

saddle-node bifurcation. We must notice that we have404

used a lattice of side size L = 50 for these analyses due405

to the huge computational cost of computing extinction406

transients in large spatial systems. Figure S10(a) shows407

the transition for the non-engineered system. Specifi-408

cally, panel (a.1) displays 5 realisations obtained with409

ε = 0.26, and the bottleneck region can be clearly seen410

(see Fig. S6 for comparison with the mean field bottle-411

necks). The delaying effect of the ghost can also be seen412

in panels (a.2), (a.3) and (a.4), which indicate the values413

at which vegetation spends longer iterates before achiev-414

ing the full desert state. The same results are shown415

for the system with (C,D)-terraformation. Here, the ex-416

tinction dynamics of the vegetation (investigated setting417

ε = 0.86) is also given by a clear bottleneck. Previous re-418

search in catalytic hypercycles also revealed extinctions419

due to saddle-node bifurcations and the corresponding420

bottlenecking phenomena in a CA model [33].421

As discussed above, the approach to tipping points is422

often associated to a qualitative change in the nature of423

the fluctuations exhibited by the system. How will our424

model behave when dealing with an extra phase associ-425
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FIG. 4. Warning signals for the non-engineered (α = β = 0) and terraformed (α = 1 and β = 1) ecosystems taking vegetation
and fertile soil as indicators at increasing ε. Panels (a-b) display the standard deviation 〈σψ=V,S〉 of the population fluctuations
for the original and the terraformation scenarios, corresponding to the simulations shown in Fig. S9. Values of 〈σψ〉 have been
obtained from the last 103 values from time series with 106 iterations. In (c-d) the cumulative distributions of patch sizes are
displayed for different values of ε (indicated by the different colours inside the plots). The patch size distributions have been
computed using 100 replicas from a lattice with 200× 200 sites.

ated to vegetation-free, synthetic soil crust? A divergence426

in a stochastic dynamical system can be detected by us-427

ing standard deviation measures. We have used several428

measures that can detect the approach to criticality in429

both the non-manipulated and the terraformed scenarios430

(spatial variance and distribution of patch sizes). The431

spatial variance σψ, with ψ referring to either V or S, is432

determined from433

〈σψ〉 =

 1

L2

L2∑
k

(ψ(k, t)− 〈ψ(t)〉)2
1/2

(8)

where we have used the mean over the entire lattice, given434

by435

〈ψ(t)〉 =
1

L2

L2∑
k

ψ(k, t). (9)

The fluctuations diverge in a characteristic fashion436

(Fig. (4)(a,b)): whereas 〈σV 〉 slowly grows and accel-437

erates close to criticality, the same measure for 〈σS〉 dis-438

plays a slight decline only growing very quickly close to439

εc. Despite these trends, both variables exhibit high fluc-440

tuations close to the transition to the desert state.441

An additional confirmation of the criticality associated442

to the transition to the desert state is obtained by deter-443

mining the distribution of vegetation cluster sizes. In444

a nutshell, criticality is known to be linked to power445

law distributions of connected clusters. On particular446

instance of these scaling behavior was found in [17]. Clus-447

ters of size S are composed by a set of S connected sites448

(i. e. sharing the same state and all elements in contact449

with another as nearest neighbors).450

The number of clusters of a given size and their dis-451

tributions have been obtained using a burning algo-452

rithm [12]. If P (S) indicates the probability of finding453

a cluster of size S, most measured patch size distribu-454

tions found in arid and semiarid habitats follow a gen-455

eral form described as a truncated power law, namely456

P (S) ∼ S−τ exp(−S/Sc). This defines a power-law de-457

cay with an exponent τ that characterises the class of458

phenomenon underlying the dynamics [25] and an upper459

limit introduced by a cut-off Sc in the exponential de-460

cay term. Close to critical transitions we should expect461

a fat-tailed decay in P (S) following the power law form462

P (S) ∼ S−τ (when no characteristic scale is present, i.463

e. for Sc →∞). Instead, far below the transition point,464

the exponential term dominates and a characteristic scale465

is observed. In order to improve the smoothness of the466

distribution, the so called cumulative distribution P>(S)467

will be used, and is given by468

P>(S) =

∫ Sm

S0

P (S)dS, (10)

where S0 and Sm indicate the smallest (the one-site scale)469

and largest (lattice) sizes. At criticality, the cumulative470

form scales as a power law471

P>(S) ∼ S−τ+1 (11)

In our model, the shapes of the distributions change at472

increasing values of ε: from single-scaled to scale-free, as473

shown in Fig. 4(c) (original model) and Fig. 4(d) (ter-474

raformed). In both cases the same pattern if found, but475

the power-law behavior is observed at much higher levels476

of soil degradation. Interestingly, the scaling exponent477
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for both cases is the same: τ ≈ 1.75, in agreement with478

the results reported in [16]. The consideration of the479

extra processes tied to terraformation do not alter a uni-480

versal behaviour pattern, thus suggesting that, despite481

the parameter shift in εc, the warning signals associated482

to both scenarios will behave in a very similar way.483

IV. DISCUSSION484

The impact of anthropogenic-driven processes is485

rapidly increasing, leading to a degradation of extant486

ecosystems and in many cases pushing them closer to487

viability thresholds [1, 2, 14, 34]. In the case of semi-488

arid ecosystems, this degradation is produced mostly by489

global warming and intensive grazing [15]. The increasing490

pressure could end up in catastrophic transitions that are491

essentially irreversible. It is expected that the expansion492

of arid areas will increase in the next decades, with an as-493

sociated increase in the likelihood of green-desert tipping494

points. Under this potential scenario, it is important to495

develop strategies of intervention aimed at avoiding these496

transitions.497

Theoretical results on the nature and location of these498

shifts suggest that some generic factors (such as noise499

and dispersal) [41, 47] could be crucial. Can realistic in-500

terventions help preventing green-desert transitions? As501

discussed above, several bioremediation strategies to face502

this problem have been proposed. Some recent propos-503

als suggest how to exploit nonlinear features of tipping504

points based on periodic replanting [46]. More recently,505

an engineering approach based on synthetic biology has506

also been suggested [42–44]. In this article we investigate507

this latest approach for arid and semiarid ecosystems em-508

ploying both mathematical and computational models.509

Beyond the standard vegetated-desert model, in our510

study, we pay attention to the possibility that an engi-511

neered soil crust (a ”synthetic” soil) might have on the512

phase space of potential ecosystem-level states. The orig-513

inal motivation is to describe, using a toy model, the514

impact two different but complementary strategies: the515

so-called C-terraformation using a designed cooperative516

loop (promoted by a designed microbial strain); and the517

D-terraformation, consisting on engineered strains with518

increased dispersal capacities. We are especially inter-519

ested in the impact of these two synthetic terraforma-520

tion strategies on the location and behaviour of tipping521

points.522

Both terraformation strategies are shown to increase523

the resistance to soil degradation, pushing the tipping524

points to higher (or even much higher) critical degrada-525

tion rates (εc). This is consistently predicted by both526

mean-field and spatial models. However, when space is527

explicitly included, the parameter space supporting this528

protection against catastrophic shifts is much larger, with529

a fluctuation dynamics (and underlying warning signals)530

that behave similar between the non-engineered and the531

engineered systems i.e., they show the same universality532

pattern.533

Our theoretical predictions are limited by the simpli-534

fying assumptions that define our model. In particular,535

the description of soils ignores their development, spatial536

organisation or diversity. These are multi-species com-537

munities, describable as complex networks [26]. These538

webs are known to display their own critical thresholds539

and thus it remains open how such diverse communities540

may impact the results reported here. However, despite541

all these limitations, it is important to highlight that pre-542

vious models of vegetation dynamics in drylands have543

been very successful in providing deep insight into their544

natural counterparts [18]. Some key universal proper-545

ties might pervade the success of these models. In our546

context, this is likely to be related to the general pat-547

terns found close to phase transitions. Additionally, the548

terraformation scheme described here is likely to be ef-549

fective when the cooperative interaction helps creating550

the proper ecosystem engineering effect. By engineer-551

ing ecosystem engineers, endangered arid and semiarid552

habitats might get protected (at least temporarily) from553

sudden collapse.554
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